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CHILDRFDVS REGULARIZATIONS OF PLURAL FORKS*

Ru A. Berlin

Tel Aviv 'University
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LL

Chi1ireei.regularizations of linguistic forms have been the

source of rich insights into language acquisition processes. , Re-

sserch dating from the sixties has shown that errors such as mans
or swimmed are evidence that the child has internalized-a general'
rule, while lacking knowledge about specific lexical items.

°Our study investigates a subset of plural noun forks In Modern
Hebrew; to shOw that the pattern of 'regularization differs for spe-
Cilic words, .rather thin for classei of word." Early regularization
applies "icrossithe board": Children Rarely add a plural suffix with

no change in stem. Subsequently, a differential pattern emerges:
Some words are still regularized by six-yeaWolds, while others are
given the correct plural form by gradmrschool age children; and yet
other plural words continue to deviate from the norms of classical
Hebrew even in.the speech of educated adults.

. We are thus led to consider the relation between child language
and language change, and why some errors are fossilizedl whereas
others are corrected between preschool age and adolescence. The
anbwer lies partly in the relative complexity of various alternations,
on the assumption that children will acquire simpler alternations
first, and that more complex alternations may be developmentally de-
ferred, or never acquired at tall (Clark 1980, Slobin 1977). However,

."formal-space° problems (in the sense of Karmiloff-Siith 1979) in-
terlock in complicated ways with extrinsic factors of frequency in
current usage and the familiarity of set forms. And the formal study
or "grammar" at school also plays a,, role in speakers' perceptions of
rdes and of correctness (Berman 19 1).

This study as motivated by two sets of ollbs4M14444:Hebrew
plurals are fo by adding the suffix -im to masculine nouns and
adjectives, as in ur / kadurim rbiti/e, tov / tovia 'good', and
with the suffix -ot in feminine-words, as in sha Tsritot qped/sv,
tova / tovot ,good+Femi. This system is acquired in essence as part
of early.morpho-syntactic development between ages, two to three
(Kaplan, in progress), anT is one. of the few areas that has been
yell studied for Hebrew child language (Levy'1980). The first ob-
441rvation which led ms to inquire.further into plural, formation was
the variability of-my daughter's use of the word for 'dress', as
shown ip (1) below, whemarrows indicate persistence of a form
over tile.
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(1) One child's, forms of the word Biala 'dress',, aged 2 - 4:

*Stage* /Singular_ Plural,

1 aisle
2 *simlot (regularised)

3 ( wira (corrected to norm)
4. *smala (backformation)

5 simla

When the child first used.the word in the plural, she regula-

rised it by using the correct Semimine suffix -at without changing

the stem. This conforms with the findings of Levy (1980),--whose
subjects aged 2;2 to 2111 avoided modifying stems in producing

plural-forms. And it can be explained Clark's (1980) Principle
of Simplicity, that fthe less a word-form changes, the simpler it
is*, and by two ,of Slobin's (1980) operating principles : to "iden-
tify formal patterni in your language" and to "pick one form of a
word as basic and use this as the root for grammatical alternations*.

around the middle of her fourth year ("Stage 3" above), the child

dteproduce the normative form smal-ot with the required stem-change,
the fors becoming strong enough7OGthe basis for a short-lived
bacebrmation in the singular ("Stage 4"). Thii was soon replaced
by the normative singular siala, so that.by age four the child had
the correct alternation sii4"--7 Ballot for this word.

` -

However, the child did not at this stage form the plural correc-
tly for other words she knew that required the samelOrmal alterna-
tion, as shown in the words under Class B of (2) below:

(2) Feminine Nouns with Singular PiCCa,pd CfCCai

OP = Prefixal, C = Root Consonant

As PiOCa--,PiCo=ot

e.g. tikrejitikrot °ceiling/0 Root q-r-of
micva rmicvat 'good deed/s' Root c-w-y-

CLASS,Bs CiCCa--4 CCaC -ot
.

e.g. ImALA 'Boor/s'
dKta ,/ aiii=Ot paste /s' .

- ,Root r-c-p
- Root m,l-fs

t
Words like theinrunderlie thb upwind tion which :motivated'

this study. There are two classes of felnine,nouns in Hebrew with

the same surface consonant plus vowel pattern as stela 'dress,:
Those in A take a regular plural.endiheeith no stem-change; those
in B incur a shange'in stem-vowels 'in the plural. Speakers have no
difficulty forming the plural of Class'Ammuns, but even high-school
students regularise sOme Class B words in the plural (Docag-linrot
1978). jet they regulaiiie only some of these.iwords, not others,.
Ifit.th no apparent fdrmal sotivationk ither.phonetcAr seightice
The occurrence Of the plural or mil= 'paste' alemisxot rather

AP
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-than normative millaxot can, however, hardly be considered an "error"
if educated nativespeakers fail to perceive'it as such. Moreover,
there ire over 100 quite common worde of Clasa,B in Hebrew, but
scarcely a dozen, mainly rare or archaic, words of Class A type (as
listed in Barkali.1964 and Sven -Shoshan 1968). Hence "applicability"
in the sense oemacielinney (1980), or the extent to which a given al -
'ternation happens to apply across the lexicon, does not. seem rele-
vant to speakers' construals of these forms. Note, finally, that
the words in A and B of (2) aboveeare etymologically distinct, .for
the A words, with no stem-change in the plutral, consist of a prefi-
xal and two rbot consonants, while those in B include three "full"
or root consonants, and are $ylAcalay derived froi semantically re-
lated yerbs with the save root (e.g. ricpa 'floor' / le -racer 'to

Yet none of the Israeli colleagues that I asked, except for
1Bibrew Language specialists,,was aware of this fact. Bence this
difference has no. psychological reality for current speakers,- and
the different plural forms for Class A and B nouns respectively is
an arbitrary accident as far as they are concerned. \

Against this background; I examined how children treat the
plurals of Fords in the two superfically identical but historically
distinct classes shown in (2). In order to make the study more
general, I added a set of iasculine words like those shown in (3):

1(3) Masculine Nouns/Adjectives with Surfle Singular CaCaC:

CLASS C: CaCaCir*CaCaC-im

e.g. mead / gamad -ia 'dwarf/s' tabax / tabax-im 'cook /a'
nas / Janes -im 'torch/es' over / cayar-im 'painter/0

CLASS Di CaCaC/7-CCaC,im

e.g. gamal / gmal-im 'camei/s' katan/ ktan-im 'small'
marak / mrak-im !soup/s° Llaar / ykar-im 'dear'

This set of or aorresponds.to the feminine forms in (2) as
follows: A superficially identical silgular form either has no stem-
change in the plural (Class C) or it incurs stem-initial vowel reduc-

Vion before the plural suffix -im (Class D). Again, the distinction
is historically motivated, as Class C nouns were formerly pronounced

.

with a geminate medial consonant blocking vowel reduction in the plu-
ral, whereas Class D nouns have a stem-initial open Syllable. But
these dietinctions are not realised in Current Israeli pronunciation.

4

I tested plural formation for these four sets of nouns - two
classes of feminine nouns and two classes of masculine nouns. Ijr
hypotheses were, firstly, that : preschool children will tend-to
regularise across the board, -ot to feminine and -in to mas-
culine words with no stem change. eier children will adjust the
stem correctly for some but not all nouns, with correction to adult
norms increasing-with age. Adults'will manifest "pattern-recognition"
and make the required stem-change in all but a few words, with res-
pect to which general language change can be predicted. Secondly,

r3b
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I assumed that the specific choice of words that are corrected or
re tn regularised will not correspond to any blear semantic or
ph tic class, but will e distributed in an apparently hapha-
zard fashion across the lexicon,

4

A test was given to 48 native Hebrew speakeis of high SZS.
background,2 each at the ages of three, six (first graders),
twelve (Grade VI-VII), and nonlanguage-major college students.
The 20 test-items were distributed as follows:

ix

(4) COntrols A - CiCCa feminine nouns, no st4i:change - 2 words---

Test B - CiCCa feminine nouns, plural CCaC-ot,- 6 words

Control Ce- 'CaCaC easbuline nouns, no stem-change- 3 wordS

Test D - (aCaC masculine words,plural CC-im -j6 nouns
3 adjs

Test items were chosen for being everyda ords likely to be
familiar to three-year olds. Additional items were added to each
of the two test groups Band D for the twelve -year olds and adults,
in the form of less concrete words which the younger subjects Would
not know. Items were presented in randomized-.order. The three-year
olds were first given warm-up items j. check that they knew how to
form plurals in general, and only Caldron who could dq so were in:-

c;pdod in the test. Pictures were used with the three-year olds,
while all other 'Subjects were simply asked to give the Eluralform. .

Results on the 5 control items (Types A and Oare shown below,

Table 1 - issUlts on dontrol.iteme (no change in steml

[5 aces x 12 A = 60 responieSfor each age

IMPONSE-TTPE 3-years 6L.years 12-years adults

Correct 52(87%) 52(87%) ,58(97%) 57(95%)
Mesc:for fem. 1 5 1

Singular 6
Hypercorrect . 2 1 3
Other 1 1 ip

,
, w.

There were very few errors in forming plurals With no change in
stem. One adult bypercorrected tikra 'ceiling' to ftkar-ot and.2

.

adults and 3 Older children changed tavas 'peacock' to form otvas-im.
The sift -year olds gave the feminine. noun tiriga 'fool' the sculire

indplural tisk" in 5 out of 12 instances, treating it as a of
Zeuter,,as discussed below. (In fact, this noun is not * n a mem-
ber of the morphological Class A as is.tikre 'ceiling', but there
was not a single other word in this class which yymmg children are
likely to know!) The youngest subjects made in all 9 errors out of
a possible 60 responses - -either ,lo response, repetition or the

, singular-form stimulus item, or a paraphrase such as glad -im 'Wye'
in Piece la Famsd-te 'dwarf's*. This confirms that by around age

6
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three, Hebrew - speaking children can correctly form the plUral 61-both
masculine and feminine nouns which-require no ch4nge in stem.

Very different findings emerge for the st items, where sharp

differences were found according to age and t specific item. 'Below,

"regularised" indicates a plural termed with no change in stem.

4T4ble 2 - Results On Class D masculine nouns and adjectives

RESPONSE -TYPE 12-years ' adults

(i) L6 nouns x 12 Ss = 72 responSesfor each age]
r

Correct ,, 11 (15%)

Regularized 48 (67%)
Cther 13 (18%)

53
18

. 1

(74%)

(25%),
4

71
1
--

(98%). 72 (100o

(ii) L3 adjectives 11t Ss = 36 responses for each age]

Correct
Correct + Fem.

Regulirised
Other,

21
1

8
6

(58%)

(22%),

(17%)

32

4
--
--

(89%)
(11%)

36

MN=

(100) 36 (100%)

.

The 12-year olds and.aduits know the plural forms of all the test
'nouns and adjectives requring vowel' reduction before the- plural suffix,

e.g. hien / Nfan-im 'rabbit /s', kacir r kcar-im 'short'. lb* 6-year
olds do conspicuous], better than the youngest subjects, Who form the
plural of such nouns in two-t;hirds of the cases 'by simply adding -im
to the oingulat stem (w.g. slaAn-in 'rabbits'). There is a clear
difference between nouns and adjectivest 6-year olds pluralize adjec-
tives correctly in nearly all cases, the 3-year olds over'half the
time. Before we try tointerbret these hndings, consider ,the results
for the most comR/ex items - feminine nouns requiring stem-change.

Table/3 - Results on Class B feminine nouns with stem change
(.0 nouns I 12 Ss = 72 responses for eaoh flee)

RESPONSI-TYPE 3-years 6-years 121ears

Correct
CorAct + Misc.
Regularized
Other

, -- , 1.2 (17%)

2 ( 3%)

i MC 54 (75%)
9 (10) -- . .

'35

8

29

--

(

(12%)

(40%),

i

adults

42 (5 )

11.(15%)
19 (26%)

l . .

Again; the major response stratery'of ihe 3-year olds is to regu-.
larise by adding the -ot fest:trains ending,with no stem-change, ah in

. stela / *siml-ot edres760. Other immature responses are simple
repetition of the singular stimulust. or no answer. Ay contrast with
the masculine items in Table 2: 6-year olds still tend to regularise
these feminine nouns in most cases, while correct responses (incl
ding'a masculine -in ending) .are given4,byless-than:hirlf the 12 ar
olds and only slightly over half the adults. , .

S
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In discussing these resultil.consider drat what fact can be

taken as an "error" in the language usage of children and of adults

(as re-evaluated in Ochs 1981). Two kinds of ,errors appeased which

we had not predicted. The youngest, subjects sometimes gave k differ-

ent, though semantically coghate word in,fesponse - e.g. amadim

-,dwarfs' was replaced by yladia 'children', and kcarie 'sh ',was

replaced by ktikim 'small'. The attempt to use other, lated"words

In place of unfamiliar test items seems to be a quite common strata-

& of children who are still unable to relate consistently to the ./-

formal parameters of the test task, as is shown by the "suppletive

responses" noted by Clark & Becht.(to appear), as well as by find-.

ings for Hebrew-speaking children on various different tasks in

'research in progress by Writ Bavld and by Rachel Wit.

A second unexlected error was use of the masculine plural form

tipiim for feminine tipla 'girl-fool' (Cass A).by'nearly half of

the six-year Olds, and masculine kvasim 01aebal.for feminine kivsa

'she-lamb'. (Class B) given Increasingly with age.- by 3 of the-rirar

olds, 8 of the adolescents, and 11 out of the 12 'adults. This is con-

sistent with the findings of Levy (1980), whose adult subjects'some-

times gave masculine rather than' feminine plurals for nouns, 'and it

indicates that for people And animals (fools and lambs), masculine

plural is taken as the "neuter" collective form.

Mere difficult is the question of what an error is with regard

to-the figures in Table 3. The tendency to regularise by adding-the

correct feminine pluril with no stem-change is clearly age-bound, And

accounts for nearly 90% of 3year old responses and 75% of 6-year old

responses, as igainat 40%.and.26% among adolescents and adults rem -

'Actively. Ektt given that the latter are well-educited* native spea-

kers, their usage can hardly be counted as "wrong.'!.' Ratherp/their

deviations from the historically determined textbook norm which te--

quires stem- change for all Class B nouns (Wthl/smal-ot) must be 1

taken to LOdicate general language-change, where such regularited

forms as miixot''creams° (cf, nertintive max -ot) or idtmot'Inipples'

(cf. pima 7.-et) been absorbed into a new kind of "standard Bebrew".

let such regularizations do not apply micros the board for any

set of test-items nor for air group of subjects. Our first hypothe-

' sis, thAt the plural ending with no stem °hinge would be added by the

youngest subjects,is borne out to a very large extent by their results

'in Table (3) for the feminine nouns, and by the fact that they regu-

larised the masculine nouns in Table (2) nearly 70% of the time. But

even the three-year olds gave nearly 60% correct responses for the

adjectives - latinAvanim 'white', katan/ktania 'small', end haw/
RIEVII-Mort°. One might argue that by this young age, children have

internalised saw formal notion of adjectives as a distinct class of

words.' A manzAteasible'explanation for the early tendency to form'

adjective plurals correctly is their wide range of "applicability",

for E#ildren/apply plural adjectives meaning 'little' or_whital to

name Fous entitiesp.whereas they might never have had occasion to use

/
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the test-nouns in their plural form. Two kings of evidence indicate 1-

that this explanation is correct. Firstly, when a few additional
children aged around three were asked fpr thee plural of both the test
adjectives and the less familiar word yakar 'dear expen-

_ sive; they tended to give thecoreect answer for the first three ad-
jectives but to regularize the required ykir-im to *yakar-im. Con-
sider, secondly, the few cases where three-year olds gave a correct

. plural for a noun frot those taking the same CaCaC/CCaC-iialternatiOn
as these adjeaThs. Of the 11 correct. answers that 3-rear olds gave
for the 6 nouns in this set, 6 were for the word dvarim 'things.' and.
3 for the Word gfanim both words which are familiar to prey
schoolers in their plural form - where familiarity Ira§ evaluated by
ranking of six nursery and first-grade teachers for the test items in
both singular and plural with respect to the children that they teach.
Several children, in fact, did not seam to recognize the singular
davar 'thing', but gave the correct plural4form when prompted by the
formulaic context of kolminey 'all *Anda-of

4
' The factor of "familiarity" is crucial for explaining seeming

discrepancies in our results. As we-had hypothesized, the distivc,
tion between developmental errors which are corrected at grade-4410°1
age and those fossilized in adolescent and adult usage does not

with either phonetic or semantic properties - with' the_exception
of adjectives, as'noted above. Rather, by rage six there was not a
single regularization of-the two nouns ranked highest for familiarity
in the plural - davar ''thing' and lafan 'rabbit' - whereai around half
the six -year olds did regularize nouns in this class which are more
familiar in the unmarked singular - bacal 'onion' (usually a mass-noun
.in Hebrew), zakan 'beard', safam fizoGIWOle'. The feminine nouns of
Class B yield an even more complex picture. as shown in 'Table (4) be-
low. Only the older subjects are included here, since the three-year
old regularized these words across the boa ,'as shown in_Table (3),
even though the six items here inoluded sup. familiar words as simla
'dress' and Ritz* 'paste, cream' (for putting on cuts and sores).

Table 4 - Normative CCaC-ot vs. regularized CiCC -ot plurals

6-year olde (12-year olds Adults .

TEST-WORD Norm. Reg. Norm. Reg. Norm.' Reg.

8 4 ..... 11

2 IP 10 49 3 12 --

- - 12
I

8 4 3
- - 10 8 91 7

10 12 4 8

9 2 2 j1
,

IMAM .M1111M
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Six-year olds have moistly acquired the 'Plural smalot 'dresses'

by rote, as though a special kind of "irregular" fora and see my

child's, use of this word in (1) above). ,Elsewhere, they regularise

.these plurals like younger children. The 12-year olds make no errors

with smalot, and, they make feier errors'in the words for 'hills' and

'floors' than 'nipples' or 'pastes' - much'the same as the,adults. Wi

hold that the crucial factor defaming which plural 'applies in each

-case is fimiliarity with a given form qui-form,.notK merely the word

as a lexsme. Six -year olds may know the word for 'floor' very well,

but be less familiar with'it in the plural. That is, the notion of

"familiarity" and how it interrelates with the "haphazard examples*

(Carey 1978) which speakera encounter -at different smintp, in their ex-

perience is not simply a function of exposure to the actual referents

in real-life situationa; it is closely linked to language use and

to linguistic_ context, in the following sense.

irstly, the plural, is the unmarked form of usage with certain

nouns, for largely pragmatic reasons ; -We noted thii,for the word

dvarim 'things' with young children; and we tested this for the two

older groups by adding-several words typieal.ly occurring in the plural

in adult Bekrew - sraret 'numerals', klayot 'kidneys', ina%ot

'Iwindshielde. Subjects rarely made errors with these forms, but they .

did sometimes query the singular kilya 'kidney' and iimAanswindshield'k,

since they tend to render these as non-normative sklaya,!dmaia tor_

backformation from the plural! Similarly, six-year olds may.call a

tear (from the eyes) *dma'a deriving from the more familiar plural

dmeof 'tears' rather than normative dim!i.- Secondly, plural forms,

sometimes occur in sit formulas (Peters 1980). Thus, all the older

subjects gave thWnormative plural for siaxa 'happy occasion',, known

from ,the formulara is hitra'ot bi smaxot 'let's-meet on happy occa-

sions', and also for kirya 'township', known from the set form ha
krayot referring to 4 of townships near the cit.Y9f Haifa.The
fact that most adults regularized the plural of miixa /Paste', and

some even the plural of ,I1C111 'floor' may be because these are familiar

to them in the bound form of set noun compounds, such as midicoi tin4y.ba

'toothpastes' o ricPot biton 'concrete floors'. -

How, then, do children acquire knowledge of .plural forms that re-

quire a change in" stem? Not through any formal perception of one

class of nouns as( distinct froiaanother Class A vs. B, Class 'C vs.

D - for they have no phonetic cues to assist them in this. Rather,
'children come to approximate adult use, inclu4ing of words which have

rumbled regularized,, as a result of their experieno6 - Which entails

not only inoseasea contact with real-world entities, but also greater,
familiarity with specific linguistic contexts of a given form.

Another question [rising from the results' boncerns the far better

\.performance on massuline Class -D words such as bacal / bcal-im Vonions

than on feminine! Class B nouns like Biala / seal -ot 'dress', shown by

i1I subjects frontage six up. OMe reasontia.ER7Rlitive formal
city of the first groups Stem -vowel reduction as ih taken /

4
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zkan-im 'beard /s' distorts the stem far less than voweralternation

as in pitie / ptam-ot 'nipple /s'. (After hearing a few of her class-
mates do the test, my sii-year old informed iS that the plural of--
pitma was not pitmote as they said, but patmott), "Simplicity" here
As not of the final output form, but of the alternation involved. For
instance, the Class D masculine plural CCaC-im also occurs "simply"

mate stem stress like piss]. / peal -im 'statue/se; mid the feminine
in eprat prat-im, edeteil/'and "complexly" in words with penulti-
mate

CCaC -ot alternates simply in dame / niam-ot 'soul /s' and
complexly in yalda / ylad-ot 'girl /'s' . And theralternation of. Class

B feminine nouns is sometimes made'e#ewmore opaque by spirantization
of a root - medial stop - as in iicpe vs. rcaf.;ot 'floors'; LiNka vs.
ijax -ot !offices - an alternation which 17717Iincurre0 in masculine
Class ,D. nouns like safam 'moustache',. davar 'thing', Th a medial
spirant in both singular and plural. Besides, Teducti of a Stem-

, .penultimate vowel before a stressed suffix is a general process in
Hebrew nqaps and adjectives - e.g. pakid / pkidlim'Clerks','Ialom /

'peace', Eta. / gdol -a ebig+Fem.' Thus Class Dralterna-
tions are phonologically simpler, hence easier to acquire, than
those of Class B feminine mcuns.

There is also a'semantic basis to the relative ease of older chil-
dren and adults in forming the plural of Class D nouns like gamal /
gmal -im ecame1/0.he Class C nouns with no stem - charge like gold/.
amad-im 'dwarf /s' (a word known-to .first - graders from the Hebrew for

Snow White and the'Seven'Dwarfs") are very productively used in Hebrew
to specify agent nouns, such as tabAx 'cook', payer 'painter', ganav
'thief', tayas 'pilot' and many, many more. Hy the end of,grade-school
Hebrew speakers evidently have an idea that nouns like these, with no

.vowel_ reduction in the plural, fall into a coherent semantic class of
agent nouns. This'is shown by the fact that 4 of the older subjects --
"corrected" the plural for 'peacock' to give *toes-1m in place of
tavas -im, and all of the 12-year olds and adultsgave vowel-reduced
711;Mfor inanimate npns likelaerak 'soup', pagaz, 'mortar', Thus,
while three -year olds take the stem-form CaCaC as the basis for all
plura)s withoqt concern for formal plass, by the end of grade- school,
speakers are awkre that this is confined to the Semantic/Class of
human agent-nouns. For young children, then, CiCaC+suffix.is the norm,
with a few rote-learned exceptions; for olio= speakers, vowel-reduced
CCaOi-suffix is 'the norm, with tome semantically well-defined exceptions.

Plural formation in two sets of Hebrew nouni has been used to de-
mopstrate the complex interaction between formal linguistic knowledge
(of stem-vowel reduction, or the semantics of AgeHt nouns) and inciden-
tal knowledge due to familiarity of specific forms'in language usage and
in formulaic contexts. Both kinds of knowledge are developmentally
determined, yet there are instances where historically deviant forms.
have entered standard usage. -This indicates that what constitutes an
".error" may nee0 to be evaluated differentially with,respect to the
language of youngyhildren compared with that of older speakers.

Of
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